Flavor transformations in the first few seconds
Resonance regions at a few × 10 9 cm, a few × 10 10 cm, density profile unperturbed by the explosion Density gradients in progenitor sufficiently smooth the H-resonance is adiabatic so long as sin 2 θ 13 &10 -4 -10 -3 the L-resonance is adiabatic (solar angle known)
Original anti-ν e are converted into anti-ν μ and anti-ν τ (and vice versa) -> hotter observed spectrum Smooth profile: adiabatic or non-adiabatic
Shock reaches the resonant layer
In the "noisy" density profile of the turbulence, a third option: at densities near resonant, neutrinos may undergo "flavor depolarization". 
Analytical solution, "noisy" resonance II
If γÀ 1, the (perturbative) probability of a transition between mass eigenstates is given by
Here C(k) is a Fourier transform of the correlation function of the noise and the spectral response function G(p) is given by

General properties of the solution
The spectral response function G(2E k/Δm 2 sin 2θ 13 ) is peaked at k∼Δm 2 sin 2θ 13 /2E, up to a factor equals to inverse neutrino oscillation length
For fluctuations on longer distance scales, the response is approximately zero (exp. suppressed); those fluctuations are followed adiabatically
Contributions of fluctuations on shorter scales are power-law suppressed (∼k -2 )
Previously known analytical result for deltacorrelated noise <δn(0) δn(x)>=n 0 2 L 0 δ(x) is correctly reproduced (in the region of applicability P<<1) 
Implications
Simulations see order one density variations on large scales r 0 -> use to fix C 0 The noise amplitude on small scales turns out to be more than enough to insure complete depolarization by turbulence so long as the oscillation length stays below the scale height of the smooth component in the bubble (i.e. adiabaticity)
Off-resonance depolarization
Since on resonance the effect is strongly oversaturated, but continuity expect that it becomes important before the density in the turbulence is diluted down to the resonance value -> The depolarization effect starts setting in earlier, possibly at ∼ 3 seconds Turns on gradually (more so than the shock effect)
See astro-ph/0607244 for details For understanding supernova physics
Observe the turbulence in the expanding hot bubble behind shock in real time -> confirm the key ingredient of the explosion mechanism Spectrum swapping ν e <-> ν μ,τ will be incomplete -> be careful in inferring original temperatures Signal may (strongly) depend on the direction! Others being worked on… Stay tuned! 
